I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is used to meet high demands on throughput in modern wireless systems. The idea is to change the modulation format and coding rate on the fly in order to adapt to a changing channelquality.Adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) techniques can dynamically select an appropriate combination of modulator and channel encoder from a candidate pool to adjust the time varying of the channel [1] - [3] . This adaptation mechanism is typically supported by a control channel on which the currently used modulation and coding parameters are signaled.These control channels themselves are quite information heavy in a modern wireless system and would benefit from the use of AMC in order to conserve channel resources in favor of payload data. Then in principle the modulation and coding parameters of these control channels would need to be sentovera"control-channel for the control channel", and so on.However, instead of explicitly signaling the AMC parameters, one can use so-called blind decoding.
Apparently, the receiver must synchronize the changes in modulation or coding mechanisms at the transmitter. Thus it is important for the receiver to confirm or to identify the parameters of channel codes.
Turbo codes are very popular as its near-Shannon-limit performance [4] . They have been widely applied to many communication systems, such as deep space communication systems and mobile communication systems [5] - [6] .
Turbo codes are also important alternative channel coding to AMC systems.
Recently many researchers dedicated themselves to blind identification for Turbo codes [7] - [12] . Blind estimation algorithm in [7] estimated the parameters of Turbo codes,e.g., code-word length, code rate, length of interleaver based on Gauss-Jordan matrix transformation. In [8] , expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm was introduced to estimate the component code encoder. Reconstruction of Turbo codes based on searching dual words of low weight was presented in [9] . Most of the existing methods are sensitive to errors as they are mainly based on solving equations of hard -decision of the demodulator output sequence. And they mostly deal with symmetric Turbo codes, i.e., Turbo codes with the same component codes. While it proves that asymmetric Turbo codes with particular associations of component codes can achieve relatively good bit error rate (BER) performance in both "water-fall" and "error-floor" regions [13] - [15] . Thus it is necessary to identify asymmetric Turbo codes.
This paper aims to identify Turbo codes from a closed set based on the soft information, i.e., Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) accumulation and zero insertion decoding by taking advantage of LLR, instead of hard decision, is the proposed algorithm robust to noise. Moreover, this approach applies to both symmetric and asymmetric Turbo codes. In general, it has two stages: 1) identification of RSC1 by accumulating LLR of syndrome; 2) reconstruction of interleaver and identification of RSC2 by decoding based on zero insertion and accumulating LLR. The second stage consists of three steps: First, the bit stream is inserted by zeros and then decoded with BCJR algorithm. Second, the interleaver is recovered by bit-exclusive-or algorithm. At last, the input of the RSC2 is updated and the LLR of syndrome former is calculated to identify the encoder. Simulation results show that it identifies Turbo codes at signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) larger than3.5dB.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews Turbo codes and LLR algebra. Our proposed approach is detailed in Section III. Simulation results are demonstrated in Section IV. And Section V concludes this paper.
II. TURBO CODES ANDLLRALGEBRA

A. TurboCodes
Turbo codes are composed of two recursive system convolution (RSC) encoders and one interleaver as illustrated in Figure. 1. The two RSC encoders are the same in symmetric Turbo codes, while for asymmetric Turbo codes they are not. Obviously blind identification for asymmetric Turbo codes is suitable for symmetric Turbo codes. Thus hereinafter Turbo codes refer to asymmetric Turbo codes.
For Turbo codes, the code-words consist of three parts: first, the information bit stream X is directly copied to the encoded output; then X is encoded by RSC1 to output the parity check bit stream Y; at the same time X is encoded by RSC2 after permutated by the interleaver and the other parity check bit stream Z is output Inter leaver N is assumed to be known. Therefore, the objective of our work is to identify which two generator matrices have been chosen and to recover the permutation of the inter leaver.
In this paper, we present to identify the parameters of Turbo codes based on LLR accumulation and zero insertion decoding. The proposed scheme is robust to noise since it takes use of the soft information than hard decision.
B. LLR Algebra
First let us introduce the basis of LLR algebra.
A priori L-value, which is a soft value measuring how high the probability of a binary random variable u being +1 is in comparison with that of u being -1 :
This is a priori information known before the result y caused by u becomes available. While the sign of LLR
is a hard value denoting whether or not the probability of u being +1 is higher than that of u being -1 , the magnitude of LLR is a soft value describing the reliability of the decision based on u . Conversely, ) = +1 and
III. BLIND IDENTIFICATION FOR TURBO CODES
In this paper, the received encoded bit stream is divided in to three branches: the information bits X, the parity check bits of RSC1 Y and the parity check bits of RSC2 Z.Ourblind identification approach for Turbo codes hastwostages.
First, we identify RSC1 by LLR for syndromeprior probability algorithm. RSC2 is then identified by decoding based on zero insertion and LLR accumulation.
A. Identification for RSC1 Based on LLR Accumulation
The component code RSC1 is recursive systematic convolutional code.
For RSC1, given an encoder θ ; and its parity-check matrix H θ = , we can obtain: 
Where @ A stands for the code-word. Note that the elements of > ? = are "0" or "1", thus we can rewrite (5as
If and only if 0=0 ; .
For RSC1,its input bit stream X and its parity check bit stream Y are already known. Because of its systematic property, the encoded bits of RSC1 can be built up with X and Y.
Let X= (F , F , … , F G denote the input bits and Y= H , H , … , H G denote the parity check bits. Then the encoded bits of RSC1 can be shown as
According to [11] [12], for the encoded bit stream, if the parity check relations satisfy(6),the syndrome posterior Probability illustrated as follows would most probably take high values.
Thus we can identify the encoder of RSC1.The generator matrix of RSC1 is chosen from candidate set .
We Calculate H B ≜ ∑ |H | N for each C SΘ .if C is taken as the encoder, its γ θ (K) should be the maximal in all the accumulations.
B.Identification for RSC2 and Recovery of Interleaver
The key idea of LLR accumulation is the parity check relations in the code-words. However, for RSC2, the information bit stream X is permuted by the interleaver Π resulting the absence of the information bits for the code-words.
Thus the LLR algorithm is no longer applicable. Figure. 2 illustrates the structure of the interleaver Π and RSC2
Figure 2: Interleaver and RSC2
The information bits denoted by X=(x 1 ,x 2 ,''',xn) are permuted by the interleaver with output denoted by X Π (x π1 , The encoder of RSC2 is chosen from a candidate set denoted by Θ 2 and the length of the interleaver is N.
The identification of RSC2 has three steps.
Step 1 Decoding based on zero insertion.
Step 2 Recovery interleaver based on Bit-Exclusive-Or.
Step 3 RSC2 identification based on LLR algorithm.
Step 1: Decoding Based on Zero Insertion
As mentioned before, in the context of RSC2, the information bits are out-of-order as a result of the interleaver, which makes it unable to generate the complete code-words sequence directly. Thus we need to recover the input information bits of RSC2 X Π to identify the encoder by the LLR algorithm. As the output of the interleaver Π , X Π is a permutation of X. The only prior knowledge for the interleaver is its length N. Until now, there is no efficient way to recover X Π under this condition. Therefore we have to recover X Π through its another status which is the input Information bits for RSC2. Fortunately, as for the encoder, the correspondence between the input information bits and the encoded output bits are one-to-one. Thus we can recover X Π based on decoding the code-words of RSC2.
However,the output of RSC2 is incomplete with its information bits missing. Thus the parity check bit stream Z is preprocessed by zero insertion to complete the code-words then decoded with BCJR algorithm to obtain V .
The parity check bit stream Z is preprocessed by zero insertion, which means we insert zeros instead of the information bits. Let Z[z 1 ,z 2 , …,z N ] denote the parity check bits. We insert 0 to the corresponding information positions. For RSC2, the code-word sequence should be shown as
Obviously the encoded bit stream in (9) is of many different bits compared with the actual code-words. Thus the efficient decoding algorithm is required. Here we use BCJR algorithm [16] . It is a soft-input soft -output (SISO) algorithm based on posteriori probability of the information bits. It aims to find the maximal posterior probability of the information bits, and performs well at high BER as it takes use of the soft information of the demodulated data rather than the hard decision.
BCJR algorithm needs two inputs: the complete encoded sequence arranged at intervals of information bits and parity check bits which we already obtained in (9) , and the priori knowledge of the information bits. On the condition of BPSK modulation, 0/1 are mapping onto -1/+1. If the information bits are zeros, the priori probability will be set as 0.5 for BCJR. Thus the preliminary X Π can be decoded based on (9) with BCJR algorithm. Step 2: Recovery interleaver based on Bit-Elusive-Or
In step 1, the output of the interleaver V W is obtained. Thus for the interleaver X,its input sequence X, output sequenceV W and its length n are already known. Thus the interleaver can be recovered based on bit-exclusiveoralgoritham.This algorithm can be illustrated as follows:
Let matrix A and matrix B with N columns respectively denote the input and the output of the interleaver, where
Take the column vector F 1 ≤ ≤` from A,then calculate the bit-exclusive-or with each column
The results are saved in to an N*N matrix C,whose elements @ , represent the different numbers of the i-th column of A and the j-th column of B.
The index of the minimum value of the i-th row of C stands for the mapping position for i. Then the interleaver Π can be reconstructed.
Step3: RSC2 Identification Based on LLR Algorithm
After step 2, the interleaver Π is recovered. Since its input information bit stream X is already known, its output bit stream X Π can be updated, which is also the information bits of RSC2. Thus the code-words of RSC2 can be filled up by X Π and Z. Compared with the code-words in step 1 obtained from zero insertion, the updated code-words are much more accurate. Based on this code-words, the RSC2 can be identified by the LLR accumulation.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations are shown in this section to evaluate the performance of our scheme. The generator matrices of RSC1 and RSC2 are both chosen from Θ , where Table I . 
A. Identification Result of RSC1
The encoded bit stream of RSC1 is made up with information bit stream X and parity bit stream Y. Thus the LLRs for syndrome a posteriori probabilities are directly calculated for each θ Θ by (8) .
Figure 3: Comparison of Cumulative Metrics for RSC1 With All the Five Generator Matrices for SNR = 3.5 Db
Note that the accumulation differences between the true generator matrix and the other matrices are smaller for SNR=3.5dB than the one in identification of RSC2 introduces a lot of uncertain bits which leads to the inaccuracy of the interleaver recovery. At last,theAccumulation of LLR is based on code-words with higherBER.As a result, the differences between the right matrix and the other candidates are less. Figure. 3 and Figure. 4 demonstrate the accumulations of LLR for five matrices for SNR=3.5dB and 5dB. We can easily find out that in both figures, the accumulation of generate matrix G 1 is much higher than the other four generator matrices. It indicates that G 1 is identified as the encoder of RSC1.
B. Identification Result of Rsc2
For identification of RSC2, the bit stream is firstly dealt with zero insertion and decoded with each θ∈Θ. Then based on X and all the X Π , the interleaver Π can be recovered. After this, all the X Π can be updated. At last, the LLRs are accumulated to identify the encoder. The improvement for identification of RSC2 and the application for Turbo codes with various rates. we design a novel blind encoder parameter estimator for turbo codes. We propose to separate the feedback components from the forward path in a recursive convolution encoder so as to blindly estimate the parameters.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we efficiently identify Turbo codes from closed-sets for AMC systems. The proposed method applies to both symmetric and asymmetric Turbo codes. For the identification of RSC1, since it is easy to get the codewords form the received bits, the accumulation of LLRs is directly used. For RSC2, the received bits are preprocessed with zero insertion and decoded with BCJR algorithm to obtain its encoded bits at first. The interleaver is recovered based on Turbo Codes in AMC Systems For Blind Identification 9 www.tjprc.org editor@tjprc.org the encoded bits and then the code-words are updated to accumulate the LLRs. Simulation results show that our scheme can blindly identify Turbo codes at SNR larger than 3.5dB. The improvement for identification of RSC2 and the application for Turbo codes with various rates. we design a novel blind encoder parameter estimator for turbo codes. In this scheme, we propose to separate the feedback components from the forward path in a recursive convolution encoder so as to blindly estimate the parameters. The simulations demonstrate the average estimation performance can lead to more than 95% accuracy for the channel condition with the signal-to noise ratio at 5 dB. Once the encoder parameters are blindly estimated, the corresponding decoder can be implemented to retrieve the original information sequences.Continued work on this method may include the improvement for identification of RSC2 and the application for Turbo codes with various rates.
